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a survey pre-test, data were obtained from 45 respondents on Benetton clothes. ljsing a questionnaire,
h were collected on the usage? gender, awareness, attitude, preference, intention anl loyalty towards
netton ofa sample of Benetton users. lJsage was coded as 1, 2, or 3, representing light (1), medium {2)
h€avy users (3). Gehder was coded as 1 for females and 2 for males. Awareness] 

"iitud", 
pr"feren.",

lntention and loyalty were measured on a 7-point Likert type scales (1 = Very unfavourable, 7= Very
fivorable), Data are stored in the data file Benenon,srv.

obtain descriptive statistics on the relevant variables and Complete the foilowing tables.
(06 marks)

Light Users
Mean I Standard

Attitude

tt"y"try-

Standard devlation

Standard
deviation

Standard d Standard deviation



Using the results of the above tables, describe the extent of favour for awareness, attitude,
intention and loyaltytowards Benetton ofa sample of Benetton users,

b. The manater wants to know whether usage and gender are related.

Obtain the chart you suggested in part {i)
"gende/'.

(04 Matu)

i) What is the appropriate chart to examine the association between usage and gender?

i4 and comment the association betweenon

c. Last year the awareness was measured as relatiiev
conducted a new TV commercial campaign. Now the
exceeds 3.

i) What"is the appropriate statistical test to conduct?

low (3) among customers and
manager of Benetton expects

a'

thercfore
that the



Formulate the nulland alternative hypotheses to perform the test thatyou choose in part (i).

Nullhypothesis:

Alternatlve hypothesis:

Conduct the test that you choose in part (i) at O.O5% tevel of significance. State the statistical
decision and your conclusion.

Statlstical de.lsion:

conclusionl

managerwants to understand whetheaor not males and females differ in their joyalty for Benetton.
(07 Marks)

What is the appropriate parametric statisticaltest to conduct?

Formulate the nulland alternative hypotheses to perform the test thatyou choose in part (i).

Null hypothesisl

Ahernatlve hypothesis:

Conduct the test that you choose in part (i) at O.O5% level
decision and your conclusion.

Statistical declsionr

of significance. State the statistical

Concluslon:

I



e. The manager is interested in exploring the effect of usa8e on preference for Benetton-

What is the appropriate parametric statistica I test to conduct?

Alternative hypothesis:

ii) Formulate the null and alternative hypotheses to perform the test that you choose in part{l).

Null hypothesis:

iiD Conduct the test that you choose in part (i) at 0.05% level

decision and your conclusion-

Statistical decision:

of significance. State the

02.

Save the SPSS output file obtained for question 01with the name Benetton into the folderQ0l.

(Totalt0

ln a study ofthe relationship between household behaviour and shopping behaviour, data on the

lifestyle statements were obtained on a seven-point scale (1=stron8ly disagree, 7=stro ngly agree)

vl - I would rather spend a quiet evening at home than go out to a party
v2 - I always check prices, even on small items
v3 - Magarines are more interesting than movies
v4 - I would not buy products advertised on bilboards
v5 - lamahomebody
vG - lsave and cash coupons
v7 - Companies waste a lot ofmoneyfor advertising f'

Conduct a' factor analysis (use Principal component method for extraction and Varimax
rotalioni for the data stored in the file Behavlour.sav. Use the results of the analysis to
following questions.



pletethe following correlation matrix and interpret the results. (04 Marks)

v2 v3 v5 v6
1,00

v2 1,00

v3 1.OO

1,00
v5 1.00
v6

w
1.oo l

1.00

the data suitable forthe factor a na lysis? Justify your answer. (0a Marks)

How many factors have been extraated? Justii/ youranswer. (03 Mark)

I

What percentage of total variance explained by each extracted factor? (02 Marks)



t.

Explain which variables belong to each factor' What would be appropriate labels for the factors

Provide justification for your answer.

Perform the reliabilitY analysis to
results obtained.

measure the reliability of scales of the factorc extracted

03.

Save the SPSS output file obtained for question 02 with the name Behaviour into the folder Q02

(Total2ll

The district sales manager for a major auto mobile manulacturer is studying car sales Specifi(

would like to determine what factors affect the number of cars sold at a dealership To investig

randomly selects 12 dealers. From lhese deglers he obtains the number of cars sold last mon

minutes of radio advertising purchased last milth, the number of full time sales people emplovel

dealeaship, and whetherthe clealer is located in the city. The information is as follows'



Ca.s Sold Last Month Advertising
Xr

Sales Force

xr
City
x!

r27 1a 10 Yes
138 15 No
159 22 L4 Yes
t44 23 t2
139 72 No
724 16 72
161 14 No
180 26 17 Yes
702 15 7 No
163 24 10
106 1A 10 No
149 25 11

a SPSS data flle forthe above dataset.

City No

Numeric Code 1 0

the SPSS data file with the name, caEale,

performing the approp.iate statisticar anarysis, state which independent variabre/ variabres
lation with the dependent variable, cars sold. Justiryyour answer.

Numeric codes for the nominat variabte, ,'Cit\/', using Recode lnto dlffeftnt VanidDres option by
I the following numeric codes. Assign the name for the new recoded variable as Xd

rform the multiple reBressloh analysis using y as the dependent variable arld Xl and X, as independent
riables. Wdte down the multiple reSression equation by using the variables,lname mentonea.

(04 Mark)

(02 Marks)

have strong
(02 Marks)

(02 Marks)



lnterpret the coefficient of multiple determination, R? forthe modelobtained.

f. Determine whether there is a significant relationship between the dependent variable y and

independent variables. Xl and X2. Justify youranswer. (tjse F testfrom the output table titledAN

02

How many cars would you expect to be sold by a dealership ernploying 20 sales peopte, p

rninutes of advertising and located in a city?

g. Determine whether each independent variable makes a signillcant contribution to the regression

Justify your answer. (Use t test from the output table titled Coefficients) (03

h" Perform the multiple regrcssion anatysis again using y as the dep€ndent variable and X1, X, and
recoded variable ofXr) as independent vadables. Write down the multiple regression equation by

variables' name mentioned.

Write down rwo separate aegression models,
part {h).

based on dealers'location, from the modelobtained

OI

Modelifdealer is not located in the city: _......... 
dl..*..



the significa nt va ria bles that affect the number of cars sold at a dealership. Justify your answer.

(02 Marks)

Save the SPSS output file obtained forquestion 03 with the name caEale and SPSS data file, carsale into
thefolderQ03.

(Total 24 Ma.ks)

A researcher was interested in knowing whether the performance of firms belonging to the automobile
sector is independent ofthe location of the firm. The researcher developed a measure of performance on a
nominalscale frcm 1to 3: 1 representing loss, 2 break even and 3 profit. The location ofthe firm was put
ln one of the two aategories: 1 representing low and middle income countries and 2 representing high
income coun ies. The data on these two variables, collected for a particular year were analyzed and the
SPSS outputs are Biven below-

Cese p.ocesslng summary

Locatlon * Performance Cross Tabulation

Location * Performance \oo%

Total
1 2 3

Count
Expected Count

6
5.6

5

6.5
12

10.7
23

23.0
Count
Expected Count

5

5.4
8

6.4
9

10.3
22

22.O
Total Count 'r 1x

11.0
13

13.0
27

21.O
45

45.0



chi-Square Tests

-minimurr 

etpected corini r55 16a 0 cells {0%) have expected count lessthan

Name the statistica I test fro m which the above SPSS outputs were obtained'

Pearson Chi-Square

Likelihood Ratio

b. How many cases considered for the analysis?

State the aPpropriate null and

Null hypothesis:

alternative hypotheses for the above analysis'

Alternative hypothesisi

d. What statistical decision can

statistlcal Deaision:

be made at 5% level of si8nificance? state your conclusion'

Conclusion:

lTotal l

How do the

table?

results from the chi_squaie test compare to your interpretations based

Save folders Q 01, Q02, Q03 lnto th€ folder named with Your lndex number (Ms/mM xxrx)

on the C
d.

t0


